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ON THE APPROXIMATION OF SOLENOIDAL 

AND POTENTIAL VECTOR FIELDS 

V* N. Maslennikova and M. E. Bogovsky 

Department of Differential Equations 

and Functional Analysis 

Friendship of Nations University 
Moscow, USSR 

1. Introduction 

In the present paper we proceed with further treatment of the 

questions considered previously in U-4J • We state here some of 

our recent results which turn out to be essentially more general 

than those stated in our papers JJ-4J • 

The key question underlying considerations of \J-4J is just 

as simple as is complicated the answer to it. And the question is 
ol r\ 41 rs 

lfc ether the two functional spaces Jp9j*-) &"*
 J

p(**) °* solenoidel 
vector fields coincide or not* Here J_(&) is a closure of the 

P 

subspace J°*(&) » ["v(x):"v(x)eS^ (-C1), div"v(x) = o\ in Sobolev 

space W (£1) of vector fields v(x) * (V|,««*,vn), x « (x1l..«,xn) 

)€.Q. and JUL is a domain (open connected set) in R21 , n^2 • 

The norm in W (il) is introduced here by the equality 

» »wD(£l) tola I l v a ) , 
t l r. r_» 

there l i t is integer and K p « o • Finally Jp(U) * jT(x) : 
:T(x)ewJ <&) , diT "v(x) » 0 ^ • 

It is clear that J„(Q.)CLji(£l) i both being the subspaces 
•1 P P 

of W (Q,) • The problem is Aether the inverse inclusion takes 

place or not* In other words, this is the problem of approximation 
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•x r\ #1 rs 
of W (JL«L) solenoidal vector fields in the norm of W (12) by 
J*° (St) Tector fields. 

ml r\ *x r\ 
The question of coincidence of J p(W) and JpCL2.) was posed 

by J. G. Heywood in p j • Before the appearance of p i in 1976, 

the coincidence of the two spaces seemed to be out of question. 

And the only attempt to prove the coincidence, namely the identity 

J 2tQ)
 B J2(Q) • was <3ue t0 J* ~ L* Lions (see book 16J , p. 67 

and p. 100). In IjSJ the question of coincidence of J 0 ( . Q ) and 

Jo (12) was reduced to that of their annihilators, which consist of 
-1 

W2 (fl) potential vector fields* However, at least for unbounded 

domains A i , identity of the annihilatora was left, in fact, 

without a proof, since the only argument was just a reference to 

the footnote on p. 320 of p M , which for unbounded XL is in

adequate (for details and complete treatment, using such an ap

proach, see \mQ\ ) • 
•t SI ^ 

The first counter example for J2(£l) and J2(A2.), showing 

that the spaces may not coincide if A 4 is unbounded, was construe-

tedby J.G. Heywood in 151 • Further counter examples, this time 
1 ^1 .**N 

for J p(Q) «*<* Jp(Q.> with unbounded -U = x=(x#,xn)z|x'r1f(xn), 

x n £ H , -f(xn)>o > 0 , were constructed by the authors in 

\} j (see also £jl ), where l£l and n > 2 could be any inte

ger numbers and, what is important, 1 < p < « © . 
There are reasons to believe that regularity of dl2 has 

nothing to do with the question of coincidence of J^Q/) and 
$1 n .1 p 

J (A2.) if only one defines W (A£) as closure in Sobolev space 
W^(\i) of its subspace Qm (Q) • One of the reasons is the.result 

obtained by C. J. Amick, tfio proved the identity J2(l£) *
 J2***^ 

for bounded domains Q . C R requiring only finite connectedness 

of oQ. (private communication by C. J. Amick). 
The main difficulty one encounters in consideration of the 
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1 *Nn 

W (\i) subspaces JltlD,) and J^-Q) is the classification of 
P p p *1 n 
domains, according to which one could determine dim J p(W) / 

/ J (\i) t *• e» the dimension of a quotient space JD(i2) / 
P 

J* (12) • So *Br there has been introduced no such general classi
fication. 

In publications that followed \p\ , 0. A. Ladyzhenskaya, 

V. A. Solonnikov, K. J. Piletskas and the authors considered do

mains with N outlets at infinityf i. e. domains -Q. that can be 

represented in a form ±L= VZJX2.-S » ¥*lere ^*-n is a bounded do-

main and each of the domains 1£ . , :j=1 ,...,N, is unbounded and 

called an outlet at infinity if ̂ <-4»'^cK
 s 0 for #-- • Domains 

with H outlets at infinity were introduced in I 9,10j by 0. A. 

Ladyzhenskaya and V. A. Solonnikov, who treated the case p=2, 1=1 

and n=2 or 3 . Further treatment, including the cases 1<p<<*-, 

1*£1 and n^2 , is due to the authors and is contained in 

£l-4f8t12"^ (see also \jl\ that followed \z^ ). 

At present time it seems that a natural way to approach the 

more or less general classification of domains is a way of introdu

cing the more and more general definitions of an outlet at infinity* 

In L3,12j we introduced the following definition. A domain COCL Rn 

is called an outlet at infinity if CO is congruent to the domain 

CO- *[x«(x' fx n): x' F(-J^ >x n) f x n > 0 ] f 

where Ft?-*-—• tx ) £ 0 > 0 s a t i s f i e s local Lipschitz condition and 
U I 

there exis t posi t ive constants Cj, j = 1 ,2 ,3 , such that for x >0 

sup F t x ' , ^ ) C, inf F(x ' f x n ) C2xn • C3 ; 
Ul-t 1x1*1 

otherwise a domain CO i s called an outlet at inf ini ty i f i t i s 

congruent to some special Lipschitz domain 6 0 2 ( i . e . , there 

ex i s t s open come I « £x«(x' fxn) : \x#^oOcn f x n > 0 f oC>0 } 
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an such that C0 2 • I ^2 COg) • Accordingly, we shall call CO 

outlet of the type CO| , or of the type C 0 2 • 

Our definition is not the most general one, since the most ge

neral definition is the following one. A domain CO is called an 

outlet at infinity if CO is an unbounded domain. But no one can 

operate with such definition as yet, except for the case K p ^ n / 

/(n-1) , where geometrical structure of outlets is of no impor

tance. 

It should be noted that there are two sides of the problem* On 

the one hand, it is desirable to obtain conditions on A/. suf-
•1 _ SI ~ 

ficient for the coincidence of «*p(.\l) **-<* «Jp(.\D » which is 

easier; on the other hand, it is desirable to obtain conditions on 

•LI , necessary for the coincidence of the two spaces, which is 

much more difficult, since in the latter case one has to construct 

explicitly counter examples. That explains the restrictions we im

pose on outlets* And that is why our definition of an outlet turns 

out to be more or less general as yet* 

We shall assume that an outlet of the type CO. satisfies or 

does not satisfy the following condition 
Oft 

where S(t ) is the cross-section of CO^ with the plane x =-

« V % Y ^ ° » and M € a S'V) ia a (n--D-dimensional mesure of S( ¥ ) • 

The condition (1) was introduced in jj 1J by V, A. Solonnikov 

and K. J* Piletskas for the case p=2, 1=1 and n=2 or 3 • At 

about the same time, the conditio* (1) was introduced independent

ly by the authors in \t ,2J for the eases K p < t o , l2Jt and 

n**2 . The same cases were also considered by £• J. Piletskas, who 

used the condition (1) later in \j7^ • 
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One of the most interesting results of the present paper is 

that JD(-il) = «Jp(-Q) for any domain £2.CRn having the uniform 

C - regularity property (see \J8J ) for 1<p<n/(n-1), n^2 

and 1^1 • The case Kp<n/(n-1) is the only one, where the 

answer to the question whether JLdl) and JD(£1) coincide or not 

is independent of geometrical structure of SJL • And one cannot 

leave out the geometrical structure of ---A trying to answer all the 
*1 *1 ^ 

questions concerning ^p(iZ) and Jp(l2) (e. g., one should assume 

that \-C is a domain with N outlets at infinity in the sense de

fined above) if only n/(n-1 )<p<.oo . 

Another interesting result of the present paper concerns the 

approximation of potential vector fields in L (Si) by C°* (\1) 

potential vector fields having bounded supports. More precisely, 

S. L. Sobolev in \j-*3 and later 0. V. Besov in \J5j (see also 

IJ6J ) posed the question of coincidence of the two L (it) sub-

spaces G (11) and Gp(j-2) » where G (i2) is a closure in L (Q) 

of its subspace consisting of restrictions on -\Z of Gco(Rn) » 

-*£^(x):v*(x) =Vlj> (x) ,^ec°°(Rn)j[ vector fields, and Qp(Xl)« 

•fyU):^*) -*V\|> (x)€.I^(£l)^. It is clear that G p(&)CG p(.Q) 

both consisting of LpC-Q) potential vector fields. 

In ]^i\ S. L. Sobolev proved that G (Rn) * G (Rn) . Later, 

in lj5j 0. V. Besov proved that G (li) = Gp(-Q,) for a domain 

i l C R n with a unique outlet at infinity of the type COg • 

In the present paper we state that the question posed by J. Q# 

Heywood in 1976 and the question posed by S. L. Sobolev in 1963 

and 0. V. Besov in 1969 are, in fact, one and the same question* 

Namely, dim Jp(Q)/Jp(Q-) * dim 0 f (Q.)/Q (Q.) for any domain 

liC.Rn having the uniform C - regularity property |J8-1 t where 

p'« p/(p-1), K p < « > , n^2 and 1-̂ 1 . Geometrical structure of 

i-i- is here of no importance. 
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We also state in the present paper some of the properties 

pf JD(Sc) and JD(£1) which are independent of the geometrical 

structure of a domain -->£ 

2. Statement of the results 

•1 n 31 _ 
Instead of J^(ll) and J.J.S2) it is more convenient to con-

P c P ^ _ 

sider the subspaces J D ( A 2 ) and J D(Q) of 1^ (i2) • Here 

J (£c) is defined as a closure in Lflt) of its subspace J**tQ)f 

and the other subspace J p(Q) » £v*(x): t(x)€L p(Q), l!v(x)e J p(R
n$ f 

where S is the following zero extension operator 

{T(x) for x e Q , 

0 for x e R n \ Q . • 

It is clear that J C Q ) c J p ( Q ) • The inverae inclusion 

may not happen. 

Introduction of JD(li) and Jp(ii) is justified by the 

easily verifiable fact that 

Jp (Q) - Qp, cCbx , 

Jp(Oj = Qp, ( O r , 
(2) 

where p'= p/(p-l). Thus the 1^(1/) subspaces Jp(ii) and 

J (Q) are annihilators of the L f(il) subspaces 0Df(.Q>) and 

G f(A£) t accordingly• 

Note that one can rewrite (2) in the form 

v<a> - Jp<a>*- • (3) 

Note also that since in JJ4J S. L. Sobolev proved the iden

tity G (Rn) • 0 (Rn) for t^p^oa f there is no need to intro-

duce the Lp(R
n) subspace J (Rn) (for detaila see \j] ) . 
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It turns out that some problems concerning G(-Q.) end 

G^(il) can be aolved eaaier than thoae concerning JAS1) and 
p P 

J (iL) , vhich made it possible to establish many of the results 

stated below. 
•0 • $0 

To be short, we hereafter let Jp(I2) = J p(&) » ^ X l ) 3 

* Jp(il) a»4 W (H)- • L (X2) in the caae where 1=0 . Only for 

the sake of shortness, number 1 in the present paper is conside

red to be integer. 

Trying to construct a aequence of J°°(J1) vector fielda ap-
©1 #1 

proximating in W (Q.) aome given J (XI) vector field in the 

case where SL is unbounded, one can find out that it is the 

boundedness of supports of approximating sequence elements which 

constitutes the essence of the approximation problem. If one aban

dons the boundedness of supports, the approximation problem will 

have then the unambiguous solution. More precisely, denoting 

J-^CQ) ={v(x): T(x)€Jp(fl) V l ^ O , dist(9upp)v|,^Q)>o} 

we have the following result. 

Theorem 1. Let^i.CR n be any domain with noncompact boundary 

having the uniform C - regularity property, n £ 2 , 1^0 
$1 

and \<p<<*> • Then J (12) coincides with the closure in 

W (JCL) of its subspace J-Tdi) . 

•1 _ <J1 

The answer to the question whether Jp(I2) and JD(ii) coin

cide or not may be ambiguous if asL is noncompact (i. e.t un

bounded) • As to the case where oSL is compact (i. e., bounded), 

the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 2. Let SI ^ Rn be any domain with compact boundary 

having the cone property, 1^0, n £ 2 and \<p < O Q m Then 

J p(Q) « jj(12) and O p(H) » 0p(i2) • 

Note that a domain SI is said to have the cone property if 
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there exists a fixed finite open cone C such that each point x 

is the vertex of some cone contained in SI and congruent to C 

(see [18] ) . 

Thus domains SI with compact boundaries are now out of ques

tion, and we proceed with treatment of domains having noneompact 

boundaries* 
^ ol 

It is clear that the closure in L (-Q) of its subspace Jp(J2) 

with 1^1 coincides with Jp(f)) • Similarly, due to Theorem 1, 

the closure in Lp(.Q) of its subspace Jp(Xl) with 1^1 coinci

des with J_(.ft) . The following result makes it possible to reduce 
p ol pi 

by means of (2),(3) the problems concerning Jptii) and J-CQ) 
to the problems concerning G (il) and G (Q.) • 

Theorem 3» LetXIC Ra be any domain with noneompact boundary 

having the uniform C - regularity property, n > 2 , -3i1 and 

l < p < o o . Then J p(H) = J p(H) if and only if Jp(i2) • 

* Jp(flL) , and dim Jp(Ii)/Jp(jQ.) = dim Jp(i^)/Jp(i2) in the ease 

where JpCfl) ^ Jp<.Q> • 

The complete proof of all stated here results is to be publish

ed in Vol. 23 of the Siberean Mathematical Journal. 

Due to Theorem 3 and (2),(3) the following three identities 

are equivalent to each other: 

(a) Jprtl) » J p ( . n ) with l > t ; 

(b) Jp(I2) » Jp(il); U) 

(c) Qp,(II) * S p , ( . n ) with p'» p/(p-l); 

where Xi.C R n is any domain with noneompact boundary having the 

uniform C - regularity property, n^2 end 1 ^ p < o o • Accor-

dingly, if for instance Jp(-Q) ̂  Jp(-Q), then we have 

dim J1dl)/jJ(iQ) * dim J[>(J2)/JpU3)«dim %>.li2)/
apt<Xl>-
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Thua the value of 1 has nothing to do with the question 

whether J_u2) and o(\A) coincide or not. Meanwhile, the va-
P P 

luea of p and n are of great importance* For any given domain 

X 2 C R n with nonoompact boundary and any given n .^2 the answer 
1 $1 

to the queation whether Jp(.Q) and JpC-Q) coincide or not, if 

it happens to ambiguous, depends only on the value of p ,except 

for the case where 1<p£n/(n-1) • In the latter case the fol

lowing theorem holds. 

Theorem 4« Let-TLC Rn be any domain with noncompact bounda

ry having the uniform C - regularity property, n>2 and 

1<p£n/(n-lK Then JAQ) » «L(II), which implies that 
el 11 p p A 
J p ( i l ) s Jp(J2) with l £ l and Qp,(J2)*Gp,(J}) with p'= 

• p(p-ir, i . e. n^p'<°0 • 

Aa to dependence of the approximation problem on the value 

of p in the case where n/(n-1 )<p<<oO 9 it may be described in 

terms of the following statement. 

Theorem 5. Let A2.C Rn be any domain with noncompact bounda

ry having the uniform C - regularity property, n^2 and 

n/(n-t)<p<oo • Then 3AS}) = 3 (JQ) impliea that 5flCQ)« 

* JQ(Ti) in the case there n/(n-1)<q<p • 

One can easily deduce from Theorem 5 all conceivable corol-
•1 $1 

lariea concerning J A ft) and JD(jR) with 1>1 and Q ,(&), 
A _»v 

O p >(Q) with p'« p/(p-1)f e. g. Op(i2) * ap(Jfit) with 1 < p < n 

implies that aq(Xl) « G q(H) in the case where p < q < n • Note 

that due to Theorem 4 we have (yfipbJlQin the case where n$p<oO 

if X L satisfies the requirements of Theorem 4* 

By virtus of Theorem 5 in the case where Jp(-Q) = JD(il) to 

answer to the question whether JQ(il) and JQ(S1) coincide or 

not is unambiguous if q<p . Contrary to that, there can be no 

unambiguous answer to the question if q>p , which is confirmed 
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by counter examples constructed by the authors in [l,33 • 

It should be noted that J. 0. Heywood was the first to suggest 

in f5l that J2(J2.) = J2
(-^J f o r ^^ domainSl<^ R2 (cf. with 

our Theorem 4 aid note that n/(n-l) = 2 if n = 2) . 

Thus solution of the approximation problem for any given 

n^2 depends only on two variables: p and SJL . The dependence 

on «_Q- is mich more complicated than that on p. It is the depen

dence on geometrical structure of -Q. • The following theorem con

tains a condition on SL which is sufficient for the identity 

J (il) = JpCQ) to take place. 

Theorem 6. Let SI <-̂  R be any domain with noncompact boundary 

having the uniform C - regularity property, n^2 and 
A 

t<£p<*>o . Then Jp(I2) s J p tQ) i f the following condition 
is satisfied 

me 3 Si. T-
^ • D O viith p'= p/(p-D, 

lim ' 
ff-5oo BP 

where J"LR =-<x: x€ J7, lxl^Rj with R>0 and mes-QR 

is the measure of set Ji. R ( lim stands for the limit infe

rior). 

One can easily verify that Theorem 4 is just a consequence of 

Theorem 6, since mes-IlR is bounded by the measure of the 

ball 4 x: x€R n , |x|<R J, and p^n in the case where 

l<p^n/(n-l). 

As it was mentioned in the Introduction, the conditions on_Q. 

necessary for coincidence of J-U2) end J DUA) need explicit 

counter examples to be constructed, which is not an easy problem. 

Nevertheless, we have the following result. 

Theorem 7. Let J l 1 f-Q2<-^R
n be any two domains with noncom-
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nZ2 and K p < o O • Let also <J) :J2|"—tfl2 b e a differentiable 

mapping such that .XI 2 = 4> (-J2- ) with Jacobian J|> • If 

there exist posit ive constants C.j and C2 such that for 

C.<ljj|<Cc2 , 
A 

then we have Jn (II , ) = JAQ.* ) i f and only i f JAQ0) = 
A P ' £ P ' A P ^ 

= Jp<il2> , and dim JpCli^/Jp (-Qj ) = dim Jp(-Q2)/Jp(.Q2) 

in the case J (fL) ̂  Jp(Ilj) with j=1 or 2 . 

From Theorem 7 one can deduce all corollaries concerning 

J p ( . l i j ) , J p(Hj) with 1^1, and G p'(Dj), V ( - G j ) with 

p'= p/(p-D, 0=1,2 . 

As to the dependence on geometrical construction of ji- , we 

have the following results. 

Theorem 8. Let-\i.CTRn be a domain with unique outlet at 

infinity having the cone property, n^2 and n/(n-1 )^p<t>0 • 

Then Jp(Xl) = Jp(-Q) , accordingly Jp(I2) = <Jp(J2) with 

1^1 and Op, (Jft) = Gp,(I2) with p'= p/(p-1) . 

Theorem 9. LetJ&cr Rn be a domain with N ^ 2 outlets at in

finity having the cone property, n^2 and n/(n-lXp<©o . 

Let also k of the outlets be of the type OJ.J satisfying 

condition (1) , where 0^k^N-2f and let the N-k of the 

outlets be of the type 60 2 , or of the type Cx).j , in the 

latter case not satisfying condition (1) • Then 

dim Jp(ii)/Jp(ii) = N-k-1 . 

Note that in the case where N*k+1 or k we have Jn(-f2) * 

= J (£1) . Note also that Theorems 8, 9 concern only domains 

with outlets of the type 6d j or of the type 6 0 2 and only the 

case where n/(n-1)<Cp • The case p^,n/(n-1) is contained in 

Theorem 4* 
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From Theorems 8. 9 one can easily deduce all conceivable corol

laries concerning 3 (J2)» J (12) with 1^1 and G f(I2) f 

G f(X2) with p'= p/(p-1 ) . Note that in the special case where 

1--1 f Theorems 8, 9 were stated in flflj and proved in f 3*3 

For domains with only two outlets at infinity Theorem 9 was previo

usly stated in ["2"] • A theorem similar to our Theorem 9 was also 

stated by K. J. Piletskas in p7*3 » who used another definition 

of outlets. 

It should be noted that the proof of almost all stated here 

results is based on the explicitly constructed in i,13j solution 

"v*(x)€W (Jfl) of the equation div "v* =- f(x) for bounded domains 

.ilCRn
 f n^2 , having the cone property, with any given f (x) € 

L CQ) satisfying the necessary compatibility condition 

k ^f(x) dx « 0. 

This solution satisfies the inequality 

Ю.....ѓ** ty&.~ Jri.y.Oj 
with positive constant C depending only on n

f
 p and -ft. (for 

proof and further details see £ 8 3 ). 

Thus the approximation problem under consideration has been 

solved in the following three cases; 

(a) SL is 8 domain with compact boundary having the cone 

property and 1 < p < o O f n^2; 

(b) SL i» a domain with noncompact boundary having the 

uniform C - regularity property and 1<p^n/(n-1) f n^2 f 

(c) SL is a domain with N^l outlets at infinity (in the 

sense defined above) and n/(n-1)<p<oo f n ^ 2 , 

All other cases represent problems which are open as yet. 
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The ways of mathematical progress are inscrutable. Indeed, the 

approximation problem concerning J (J2) and J (Ji) waa poaed 

in 1976 and deemed to be a new problem. But the problem turned out, 

in fact, to be an old one, poaed already in 1963 for G (R
n
) aid 

G (R
n
) , and in 1969 for G

p
(-H) and G (&) . Notwithstending 

that it waa posed later, the new approximation problem concerning 

solenoidal vector fields has added a variety of new facta and par

ticular examples to the old approximation problem concerning po

tential vector fields. 

The two problems are now to be treated as the only one. 
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